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Abstract—In IT service management, IT support organizations are the entities in charge of restoring normal service operation after a disruption. Building accurate models of IT support organizations is useful for several purposes, such as optimal workforce allocation and what-if scenario analysis. However, the complexity of real-life IT support organizations makes it extremely hard to model their organizational structure and their behavior with stochastic processes. A particularly interesting process to model in the reenactment of IT support organization is the incident arrival one. The paper presents three synthetic incident generator models, based on advanced statistical methods, that are capable of reenacting, with different levels of accuracy, the incident arrival process of real-life IT support organizations. The methods were developed from the experience that the authors developed in the experimental analysis of transaction logs from a real-life IT support organization, provided by the Outsourcing Services Division of HP.

IT support organizations.

I. INTRODUCTION

IT support organizations have a primary role in IT service management. Among other things, they are in charge of incident management, which ITIL defines as the process for restoring normal service operation after a disruption [1] [2]. Real-life IT support organizations usually implement very complex organizational, structural, and behavioral processes according to the strategic objectives defined at the business management level.

Researchers have built accurate theoretical models of IT support organizations for purposes such as optimal workforce allocation [3] or shift scheduling to guarantee low waiting times in incident servicing [4]. In this context, a particularly interesting application scenario is the modeling of IT support organization for what-if scenario analysis.

What-if scenario analysis is a technique based on the construction of an accurate model of the system under evaluation and on its successive exploitation to re-enact the system behavior with modified parameters. When applied to IT support organizations, what-if scenario analysis is an instrument to evaluate alternative incident management strategies before putting them in practice, therefore significantly improving the efficiency of a very expensive and time-consuming process.

To apply what-if scenario analysis in IT support organizations, we developed SYMIAN, a decision support tool for the performance analysis and optimization of the IT incident management function. SYMIAN re-enacts the behavior of IT support organizations using an open queuing network model and discrete event simulation. SYMIAN has been used to enable the optimization of IT support organizations according to both performance-driven [5] and business impact-driven criteria [6].

During our experiments with SYMIAN, we have been able to reproduce the behavior of real-life IT support organizations with good enough fidelity. More specifically, we used a stationary Poisson process to model incident arrival and GI/M/s-FCFS first-come-first-served multi-server queues to model support groups [5]. However, while SYMIAN’s fidelity was acceptable to a first order approximation, the tool did not accurately reproduce some minor aspects of IT support organizations, such as queue lengths, and sojourn time (the time an incident resides at a specific support group, including waiting and service time) distribution. This motivated us to keep refining our model, thereby increasing its accuracy.

This paper focuses on one of the main issues that we have to deal with in order to take our simulation-based approach to the next level, and specifically on the modeling of the incident arrival process. In fact, our experience demonstrates that the accurate reenactment of the incident arrivals is essential in order to develop more sophisticated solutions for the performance improvement of IT support organizations.

In our experience, we have observed that many of the most commonly used distributions, such as Poisson, Gamma, and power-law, do not allow a realistic synthetic generation of incident inter-arrival times [7]. So, the present paper focuses on how to derive a more accurate approximation of the incident arrival process.

In order to answer this issue, it is necessary to gather additional insights on the behavior of real-life IT support organizations. To this purpose, we performed an experimental analysis of transaction logs from a real-life IT support organization, provided to us by the Outsourcing Services Division of Hewlett-Packard. HP Outsourcing manages, among other IT services, the Help Desk function on behalf of various enterprise customers. The data used for this experiment comes...
from the subset of the organization serving a single enterprise customer from the financial services industry, whose name will be disguised as BailUsOut in the remainder of the paper.

The statistical analysis of transactional logs from the BailUsOut IT support organization allowed us to develop 3 synthetic incident generator models to reenact the arrival process, which we named GPD, NHPP, and WPAR. The models are based on different approaches that build on top of statistical analysis techniques, and respectively stationary parametric probability distribution functions, non-homogeneous Poisson processes, and ad hoc resampling of observed data.

We experimentally validated the synthetic incident generator models, by using them as inputs for the BailUsOut IT support organization model we built in SYMIAN. We compared the simulation outcomes, and found that the WPAR model captures the behavior of the incident arrival process with the highest degree of accuracy.

While the BailUsOut IT support organization might not be representative of every IT support organization, the lessons learned from its analysis are very important. In fact, they allow us to build a more accurate model of the organization with SYMIAN, as well as to gain useful experience in the modeling process.

II. IT SUPPORT ORGANIZATIONS

IT support organizations are typically composed of a network of support groups, each employing a set of operators, with potentially different work shift schedule. Support groups are divided into support levels (usually three to five), with lower level groups dealing with generic issues and higher level groups handling technical and time-consuming tasks. Support groups are further specialized by category of incidents that they deal with (network, server, etc…) and usually organized by geography, to ensure prompt incident response.

The Help Desk provides the lowest support level and represents the interface for customers reporting an IT service disruption. In response to a customer request, the Help Desk "opens" an incident, sometimes also called trouble-ticket or simply ticket. The incident is then "assigned" to a specific support group, whose technicians either fully repair the incident or "reassign" it to a different support group (usually escalating to a higher support level).

As a result, an incident goes through different states and is handled by different support groups throughout its lifetime. At each of these steps, the incident record is updated with the pertinent information, such as current state and related service restoration activity. If, for some reason, customers request the organization to stop working on the incident, the incident is placed in a "suspended" state to avoid incurring into Service Level Objective penalties. Once the disruption is repaired, the ticket is placed in "closed" state until the end-user confirms that the service has been fully restored. In this case, the incident is "resolved" and its lifecycle ends.

The characteristics of IT support organizations suggest to model them as open queuing networks [8], as it is done for telephone call centers [9] [3]. However, notice that IT support organizations have some peculiar characteristics that distinguish them from telephone call centers. In fact, in IT support organizations, there is no need to consider call blockings, abandonments, or redials. Instead, there is the need to consider routing of incidents through the system as well as complex incident prioritization policies since IT support organizations might serve many customers with different profiles, each one with a specific SLA.

III. MODELING THE INCIDENT ARRIVAL PROCESS

A particularly important aspect in modeling IT support organization is represented by the incident arrival process. In fact, the accurate modeling of the incident arrival process is of critical importance for realistic simulations.

Re-enacting incident traces from real IT support organization is an often-used idea to increase the accuracy of simulation outcomes. However, this limits the applicability of the simulation to predefined input, thus preventing its use to verify how the modeled organization would behave under circumstances such as heavy incident load or a specific inter-arrival pattern. Synthetic incident generation according to configurable stochastic patterns is essential to overcome this limitation.

In order to develop synthetic incident generator models for IT support organizations, the most promising approaches are represented by 3 different statistical analysis techniques: stationary parametric probability distribution functions, non-homogeneous Poisson processes, and ad hoc resampling of observed data.

Unfortunately, in our experience we have found that the nature of incident arrival processes in real-life IT support organizations is essentially non-stationary and changes over time. This suggests that stochastic models based on stationary parametric probability distribution functions, often used in similar applications, might not be appropriate to model the incident arrival process in IT support organizations.

Instead, the non-stationary behavior of the incident arrival process could be better captured using stochastic processes with time-varying intensities, such as non-homogeneous Poisson processes [11] or Poisson-Gamma processes [12], which are often proposed for similar applications.

However, our experience demonstrates that the incident arrival process in real-life IT support organizations is not only time-varying, but also very complex. As a result, techniques based on multiple non-stationary processes and non-parametric statistical techniques [13], such as ad hoc resampling of observed data, while significantly more complex, represent a more promising approach to model the incident arrival process.

The next Sections discuss the 3 synthetic incident generation models we developed, one for each of the above mentioned categories, and present an experimental evaluation of the synthetic incident generators in the context of the BailUsOut IT support organization model that we built in SYMIAN.
We analyzed inter-arrival times at the BailUsOut IT support organization. Fig. 1 shows a histogram that represents the inter-arrival time distribution for incidents. We observe that most of the incident inter-arrival times are in the order of one minute, but some of them are very high. As a result, the inter-arrival time distribution is L-shaped, with a long tail.

Figure 1. Histogram of incident interarrival times.

We also observed that a significant portion of incidents (26.39%) arrive in batches. Fig. 2 shows a histogram that represents the distribution of batch sizes. We found that the discrete logarithmic probability distribution is a rough, although not statistically valid, approximation to the batch size distribution.

Figure 2. Histogram of incident batch arrival sizes.

A. Model 1: General Pareto Distribution (GPD)

While we were not able to match the distribution of the incident interarrival times in the BailUsOut IT support organization against any common distribution function, we have found that power law distributions represent the closest approximation.

Therefore, we developed a model of incident arrivals based on the adoption of a general Pareto probability distribution function to capture the incident interarrival process. The general Pareto distribution is often used to model stochastic processes of the long-tail type, for instance in applications where extreme events need to be considered. Because of its flexibility, the general Pareto distribution lends itself to a wide range of applications. In fact, it represents the best choice, among the most well-known parametric probability distribution functions, to capture the behavior of the incident management process in IT support organizations.

To evaluate the capability of the GPD model to reenact the incident arrival process, we have applied it to create a synthetic incident generator for the BailUsOut IT support organization. More specifically, in order to infer the model parameters we have applied a maximum likelihood procedure, based on a vector generalized linear model [14], to the incidents arrivals observed in the BailUsOut dataset. To this end, we have used the functions provided by the VGAM package [15] for the R statistical framework [20]. Assuming a location value of 0, the inference process returned a scale value of 136.89 (minutes) and a shape value of 0.52607 (minutes).

Fig. 3 compares the outcome of our GPD synthetic incident generator model with the data from transactional logs. As one can see, the level of accuracy of this model is not very high. The model coarsely reproduces the historical incident arrival process, generating incidents with smoother interarrival time values. More specifically, the model generates a larger number of incidents with very low or high interarrival times but does not capture the behaviour of the incident arrival process with regard to incident with average interarrival times. In addition, this model does not enable to generate batch incident arrivals.
Figure 3. Comparison of kernel density estimation for the incident traces extracted from transactional data and produced by the GPD synthetic incident generator model.

B. Model 2: Non-Homogenous Poisson Process (NHPP)

Following the approach most commonly found in literature for the modelling of non-stationary stochastic processes, we developed a second synthetic incident generation model based on non-homogeneous Poisson processes.

Non-homogeneous Poisson processes are a well known and widely used method to model non-stationary stochastic processes. More specifically, non-homogeneous Poisson processes are an extension of simple stationary Poisson processes where the rate parameter $\lambda$ is not a constant, but a function $\lambda(t)$ that changes over time.

We have created a synthetic incident generator for the BailUsOut IT support organization using the NHPP model, in order to evaluate its capability to reenact the incident arrival process in real-life IT support organizations. More specifically, to simplify the model parameter inference process, we assumed that the arrival rate function $\lambda(t)$ remains constant within 1-hour time intervals. We then analyzed transactional logs to obtain the value that $\lambda(t)$ assumes in each of the above mentioned intervals.

Fig. 4 compares the outcome of our NHPP synthetic incident generator model with the data from transactional logs. Like the GPD model, the NHPP model has a rather low level of accuracy and tends to generate a larger portion of incidents with very low or high interarrival times. The NHPP model also does not enable to generate batch incident arrivals.

Figure 4. Comparison of kernel density estimation for the incident traces extracted from transactional data and produced by the NHPP synthetic incident generator model.

C. Model 3: Weekly Pattern Aware Resampling (WPAR)

Finally, we developed a third model of incident arrivals based on ad hoc resampling of observed data. This model is based on the observation that the nature of the arrival process is complex and changes fundamentally over time, and that in order to accurately capture it multiple non-stationary processes and non-parametric statistical techniques are required.

More specifically, we created the WPAR model according to the transactional log analysis that we ran on the BailUsOut dataset, and we later applied the model to create a synthetic incident generator for the corresponding IT support organization.

Since we observed that the arrival process is stationary on weekly averages, we speculated that the cause of this L-shaped distribution in incident inter-arrivals originated in the differences between weekdays and non-working (weekend) days and we proceeded to investigate that hypothesis. Fig. 5 shows a classification of incidents, according to week day of arrival and time to next incident arrival. As one can see, short inter-arrival times (less than one hour) are distributed only during weekdays, medium inter-arrival times (1 to 24 hours) are evenly distributed across all week, and long inter-arrival times (24 hours or more) almost exclusively appear on non-working days.

This analysis demonstrates that the incident arrival process exhibits a dynamical behavior with a 7-day periodicity and explains why stationary probability distribution functions cannot accurately capture incident arrival dynamics.
Since we have found almost no correlation (the Pearson sample correlation coefficient is -0.01101) between arrival times and batch sizes, we can model incident arrivals and batch size independently as separated processes.

Using the information collected in the previous analysis, we were able to develop a highly accurate synthetic incident generator. Since no parametric distribution could yield a good approximation of the arrival process observed in the BailUsOut IT support organization, we leveraged on non-parametric statistical methods. For maximum accuracy, we also adopted a time-varying incident generation approach.

More specifically, we separated the data in two different sets: one containing incidents arrived on weekdays and the other containing incidents arrived on weekends. For the first set, we calculated incident inter-arrival times by considering as a valid timeframe only weekdays, i.e., the inter-arrival time between incident A arrived on a Friday at 11:59 PM and incident B arrived on the next Monday at 0:14 AM is 15 minutes. In a similar way, we calculated incident inter-arrival times for the second set of incidents by considering only weekends. For each set, we then obtained the empirical cumulative distribution functions for both inter-arrival time and batch size.

We then developed a synthetic incident generation algorithm that, according to the current day of the week in simulated time, picks the time to next incident arrival and the size of next incident batch by sampling from the corresponding empirical cumulative distribution functions. The outcome of our synthetic incident generator approximates the data from transactional logs very accurately (Fig. 6).

We also performed a Wilcoxon sum rank test [13] on the incident trace produced by the synthetic incident generator and the one derived from transactional data, to verify if they come from the same probability distribution function. The high p-value we obtained (0.9648) does not allow us to reject the null hypothesis and suggests that the samples are equally distributed.

These results demonstrate that the WPAR model is capable of re-enacting the BailUsOut IT support organization incident arrival process with a significantly higher accuracy than the GPD and the NHPP models.

V. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION

We used the synthetic incident generation models described in the previous Section as inputs for the BailUsOut IT support organization. More specifically, we used the BailUsOut IT support organization model based on GI/M/s-FCFS queues that we developed in [5].

We ran 4 different simulations, respectively using as input the historical incident trace and each of the GPD, NHPP, and WPAR synthetic incident generator models. Each simulation covering 6 months of simulated time, plus a warm-up time of 15 days, introduced in order to prime the simulation environment. The warm-up phase is necessary in order not to take unrealistic measurements on a cold start. In this phase, events such as incident arrivals, closures, and escalations are discarded and not taken into account for the evaluation of the organization performance metrics.

Fig. 7 shows the number of incidents arrived to the BailUsOut IT support organization model. As one can see, the number of incidents generated by the synthetic incident
generator models is rather close to the number of incidents in the historical transactional log trace. However, the high number of incidents generated by the GPD has a non-negligible impact on the system-wide behavior of the IT support organization, as we will see shortly.

In fact, Fig. 8 shows the number of incidents closed, i.e., fully resolved, by the BailUsOut IT support organization model. In this case, the GPD synthetic incident generator model performs much worse than the NHPP and WPAR models. This is due to the larger number of incidents that the GPD model generates. The incident generation rate of the GPD model outpaces the IT support organization capability of dealing with incidents, thereby slowing down the entire system.

Finally, Fig. 9 shows a comparison of the Mean Time To Resolution (MTTR) metric (expressed in minutes), that captures the average response time that the system exhibits when dealing with full incident restoration. Clearly, the GPD model is severely outperformed by the NHPP and WPAR models with regards to the capability to realistically capture the historical trace behavior. Again, this is due to the larger number of incidents that the GPD model generates. The WPAR generator is more accurate than the NHPP one, and represents the synthetic incident model with the best overall performance.

The results presented in Fig. 8 and Fig. 9 clearly demonstrate the need to consider an accurate incident generation model when reenacting IT support organizations.
Notice that the IT support organization models based on GI/M/s-FCFS queues, such as the BailUsOut model used in the context of this experimental evaluation, are not perfectly capable of capturing high frequency dynamics, such as those exhibited at the single support group level, in the IT support organization behavior. We expect that the adoption of the GPD, NHPP, and WPAR in the context of more sophisticated IT support organization models, for instance based on multiple-priority queues [10], might lead to even larger differences.

VI. RELATED WORK

There is an extensive research literature on queuing models for support organizations. For a representative example, see [9] and [3].

Most of the previous research has focused on telephone call centers. Brown et al. perform an analysis of real-life telephone call center transaction logs, observing non-stationary behaviors in the arrival process similar to what we find in our BailUsOut dataset [12]. However, they focus on the statistical analysis of parameters, such as customer arrival intensity, that are of interest for the optimization of workforce allocation in order to improve quality of service. Instead, we are interested in the development of a model for the reenactment of an entire IT support organization to adopt in what-if scenario analysis.

Only recently have researchers started studying IT support organizations. See for example the works by Wasserkrug et al. [4], focusing on shift scheduling for IT support personnel and reporting on the inadequacy of M/M/N queues to model support groups, and by Zeltyn et al. [11], developing analytic models for multi-server multi-priority queues with applications in IT support organizations. Our work adopts a different approach, as we are interested in the development a simulative model of real-life IT support organizations starting from the analysis of transactional logs.

A particularly interesting field of research involves data mining over ticket information. Medern et al. have applied document clustering techniques [17], also in correlation with information provided by automated incident reporting tools [16], to ticket description data. Their analysis of semantic incident attributes represents a step towards a deeper understanding of how IT support organizations deal with tickets, and is complementary to the transactional log analysis presented in this paper.

The EasyTicket system [18] is an interesting machine learning application which aims at optimizing the ticket routing in IT support organizations considering the incident routing history. In a more recent publication, the same authors propose the Optimized Network Model, which also considers the tickets’ content [19]. However, while automated routing suggestion tools are certainly valuable, it is still unclear whether they can outperform routing decisions made by expert personnel. In fact, it might be as well be the opposite, since automated routing suggestion systems need to be trained using a dataset that might contain obsolete or inaccurate information. In addition, these systems usually do not consider (variations in the state of support group, e.g., to prefer routing to support

group with lower workload in case multiple routing decisions are available. Finally, our experience suggests that in real-life IT support organization social networking effects may emerge that can possibly improve the performance of human routing decisions, e.g., operator A from support group X becomes friend with operator B from support group Y and uses that contact to quickly route tickets to their resolution.

To the best of our knowledge, there are no other papers that examine transactional data to draw conclusions on modeling incident arrival process in IT support organizations.

VII. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

We demonstrated that the incident arrival process can be accurately reproduced using our WPAR model. However, it is possible that in some cases the WPAR synthetic incident generator might produce input traces that are too specific. Other applications, instead, might require even more accurate synthetic incident generators, which also consider time of day in incident arrival modeling. This calls for the careful evaluation of the synthetic incident generation model to adopt in what-if scenario analysis according to the specific application, and also raises some interesting questions about the tradeoffs of model complexity – that unfortunately cannot be addressed here.

Future work will attempt to extend the WPAR model to enable the reshaping of the generated incident trace, to increase the fit to the input data trace and/or to simulate the effect of workload increase (or decrease). In addition, we would like to evaluate the use of different synthetic incident generation models in combination.

Finally, it has to be noted that the models described above rest on an assumption of incident independence. In reality, incidents are symptoms of underlying problems, and therefore, incidents related to the same problem are not independent. However, the excellent accuracy of the synthetic incident generators presented in this paper makes us lean against explicitly considering dependencies of incidents onto problems, which would significantly increase the model complexity.
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